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The life beyond.

DISCOVER
HOW TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP YOU
LIVE A HEALTHIER AND LONGER LIFE
Personalized Health and Wellness Plan
Continuously improved, updated and optimized for your best you.

SmartLifeSolution

™

SMARTLIFE SOLUTION
WILL IMPACT YOUR HEALTH
AND LONGEVITY
Changes in your health condition, your lifestyle and your
general wellbeing is a process that does not happen
overnight. However, people that have been constant
and diligent in their use of our SmartLife Solution have
experienced tangible, measurable results just after the
ﬁrst few months.

- Helps lower risk of chronic diseases
- Increases levels of energy, vitality, productivity, and focus.
- Adapts Nutritional Plan to optimum absorption for better health.
- Helps make changes in bad habits and lead better lifestyles.
- Improves the quality of sleep and recovery.
- Regulates accelerated aging, improving quality of life and looking
and feeling younger

THE SOLUTION
LIES IN TREATING
EVERYBODY
AS A UNIQUE
INDIVIDUAL
SmartLife Solution helps drastically improve your quality of life,
promoting healthier and longer lives. Scientists, researchers, and
doctors from all over the world agree that our modern lifestyles,
bad nutritional choices and stressful routines are among the
leading causes of the most common chronic disease today.
Embracing the right nutrition choices, healthier behaviors,
physical activity and abandoning bad habits could prevent or
reduce the risk of chronic diseases.
However, most pursue these changes based on the many plans
and diets spread out everywhere. Generic Nutritional Solutions,
work on less than 25% of their users, with the results progressively decreasing in eﬀectiveness, and most having only
cosmetic¬ and superﬁcial improvements.
The truth is, every one of us is diﬀerent down to our genetic
core. And not just our genes, but we all live with diﬀerent
lifestyles, environments, and daily routines.
So why should we roll the dice and try a generic solution?
With SmartLife Solution, you know you are receiving a solution
with reports, plans, and supplements that based on what makes
you so unique.
Because one size does not ﬁt all.

LIFE SENSING
TECHNOLOGY
The most Advanced Wearable Technology on the market.
They non-invasively record, analyze and report all of your
most important Vital parameters.
HELO Extense
Records & Measures your Blood Sugar Trend Level.
Non-invasive. No pain, no blood, no mess.
HELO SmartBands
Continuously monitors your real-time parameters with Clinical
Grade EKG Sensors and Advanced Machine Learning.
Assess your Cardiovascular Condition, BP Value, Oxygen Level.

While the Sensors are capturing the essential data to generate your Personalized Health and
Wellness plan, a ‘Guardian’ continuously analyzes and observes your Vital parameters to alert
or message through your smartphone pre-selected loved ones in case of parameters being
out of range.

UNLOCK
YOUR GENETIC CODE
™

SmartLifeDNA

And use it to guide your path towards optimal Health.
Your unlocked Genetic Proﬁle will help you achieve your
Health and Fitness Goals by discovering the most eﬀective
nutritional and physical choices that are best for you.
Receive diets and exercises optimized based on your DNA.
Find out which nutrients you have diﬃculty absorbing or
may be deﬁcient in.
Processing the knowledge in your Genetic Information can
empower you to make the most Informed decision about
your Health and Lifestyle.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
AT YOUR SERVICE
Helping you live a healthier, longer life.

ORACLE
The Oracle doesn’t only calculate and Elaborate your
personalized Health and Wellness Plan, but it also helps
in disease risk prevention.

SmartLifeOracle

™

Our Sophisticated Artiﬁcial Intelligence Platform, Oracle
Analyzes and produces compiled, detailed reports from all
of your body’s data.
This maximizes your chances of success and delivers
actively-improving, better results.
Oracle tracks the consequences of changes in our lifestyle,
environment.
DAILY, WEEKLY, AND MONTHLY REPORTS REAL-TIME NOTIFICATIONS
HELPING YOU LIVE WITH PEACE OF MIND.

MONTHLY REPORT
Oracle’s personalized reports contain actionable plans to
improve your health, with precise indications on how to
manage your nutritional intake. What dietary deﬁciencies
to compensate for, which food and elements to avoid.

SMARTLIFE NUTRAPAK
Oracle produces a personalized NutraPak every month; a
monthly dispenser with the optimum necessary dose for
your unique needs. With a 30-day supplement pack, Oracle
adapts on a month-to-month basis.

All our products meet FDA guidelines for good manufacturing
practices, and our packaging meets pharmaceutical-grade standard.
They are 100% Organic, Vegan and Gluten Free.
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